ABSTRACT Stellar rotation periods measured from single-age populations are critical for investigating how stellar angular momentum content evolves over time, how that evolution depends on mass, and how rotation influences the stellar dynamo and the magnetically heated chromosphere and corona. We report rotation periods for 40 late-K to mid-M stars members of the nearby, rich, intermediate-age (∼600 Myr) open cluster Praesepe. These rotation periods were derived from ∼200 observations taken by the Palomar Transient Factory of four cluster fields from 2010 February to May. Our measurements indicate that Praesepe's mass-period relation transitions from a well-defined singular relation to a more scattered distribution of both fast and slow rotators at ∼0.6 M ⊙ . The location of this transition is broadly consistent with expectations based on observations of younger clusters and the assumption that stellar-spin down is the dominant mechanism influencing angular momentum evolution at 600 Myr. However, a comparison to data recently published for the Hyades, assumed to be coeval to Praesepe, indicates that the divergence from a singular mass-period relation occurs at different characteristic masses, strengthening the finding that Praesepe is the younger of the two clusters. We also use previously published relations describing the evolution of rotation periods as a function of color and mass to evolve the sample of Praesepe periods in time. Comparing the resulting predictions to periods measured in M35 and NGC 2516 (∼150 Myr) and for kinematically selected young and old field star populations suggests that stellar spin-down may progress more slowly than described by these relations.
INTRODUCTION
In a seminal paper, Andrew Skumanich (1972) showed that stellar rotation decreases over time such that v rot ∝ t −0.5 , as does chromospheric activity, a proxy for magnetic field strength. This relationship between age, rotation, and activity has been a cornerstone of stellar evolution work over the past 40 years, and has generated almost as many questions as applications. Angular momentum loss due to stellar winds is generally thought to be responsible for the Skumanich law, but the exact dependence of v rot on age is not entirely understood, and relies on the assumed stellar magnetic field geometry and degree of core-envelope coupling (Kawaler 1988; Krishnamurthi et al. 1997) . Furthermore, later-type, fully convective stars appear to have longer active lifetimes than their early-type brethren (e.g., West et al. 2008) , indicating that they are capable of generating significant magnetic fields even in the absence of a standard solar-type dynamo (Browning 2008) . The lack of a comprehensive theoretical understanding of the age-rotation-activity relation has not prevented the development and use of gyrochronology, however, which is used to determine the ages of field stars based on a presumed age-rotation relation (e.g., Barnes 2007; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008; Collier Cameron et al. 2009; Barnes 2010) , nor of empirical age-activity relations, which do not always find activity decaying quite as simply as predicted by the Skumanich law (e.g., Feigelson et al. 2004; Pace & Pasquini 2004; Giampapa et al. 2006) .
Mapping out the dependence of stellar rotation and activity on age requires the study of stars ranging in both mass and age. Statistical constraints on the agerotation-activity relation can be derived from Galactic field stars (e.g., Feigelson et al. 2004; Covey et al. 2008; Irwin et al. 2011) , but the homogeneous, coeval populations in open clusters provide an ideal environment for studying time-dependent stellar properties. Ideally, rotation periods for large numbers of cluster members could be measured directly from modulations in these stars' light-curves due to the presence of star spots. There are relatively few nearby open clusters, however, and fewer still have had the high quality photometric data needed to characterize their members' rotation in this manner -in part because of the sheer difficulty involved in systematically monitoring a large number of stars over several months or more. Studies like that of Skumanich (1972) relied instead on measurements of the rotational Doppler broadening of spectral lines, a technique that has the advantage of needing only one observation. Translating the resulting v rot sin i measurements into P rot involves making assumptions about stellar radii and inclinations, however, neither of which are well constrained.
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Because of these challenges, our view of the agerotation-activity relation depended until recently on observations of handfuls of stars in the field and in a small number of well-studied clusters, with the Hyades being a particularly key cluster (e.g., Radick et al. 1987; Jones et al. 1996; Stauffer et al. 1997; Terndrup et al. 2000) . Largely because of the advent of time-domain surveys, with their emphasis on wide-field, automated, highcadence observing, it is now possible to monitor stellar rotation on an entirely new scale (e.g., Irwin et al. 2007; Meibom et al. 2009; Hartman et al. 2010) . The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF; Law et al. 2009; Rau et al. 2009 ) provides deep, multi-epoch photometry over a wide field-of-view, and our Columbia/Cornell/Caltech PTF (CCCP) survey, one of PTF's Key Projects, is leveraging this capability to measure rotation periods in open clusters of different ages.
Our first CCCP target, Praesepe, 13 08 40 24 +19 41, is a nearby (∼180 pc; van Leeuwen 2009), rich (∼1200 stars; Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) , and intermediate-age (∼600 Myr; Delorme et al. 2011) cluster that shares many characteristics with the Hyades.
Until recently, only five rotation periods -for mid-to late-M dwarfs -had been measured for Praesepe members (Scholz & Eislöffel 2007) . These periods were often combined with (less sparse) data for high-mass Hyads in order to infer the mass-rotation relation for 600-Myr-old stars (e.g., Irwin & Bouvier 2009 ). This was particularly unsatisfying as the Hyades and Praesepe were the two oldest clusters with measured rotation periods, and were therefore essential in studying the evolution of the agerotation relation from ages of a few 100 Myr to the age of the Sun.
Fortunately, the situation has improved significantly in the past year. Delorme et al. (2011) surveyed the Hyades and Praesepe as part of the SuperWASP exoplanetsearch program. SuperWASP's sensitivity, tuned to discover exoplanets transiting nearby bright stars, enabled the measurement of rotation periods for 52 late-F to late-K/early-M stars in Praesepe. Meanwhile, Scholz et al. (2011) added 49 rotation periods (of which 24 are considered very robust) to the Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) sample, with the bulk of this new sample being of spectral type M3-M5.
14 (Thanks to Kepler, rotation periods have now also been measured in a 1-Gyr-old cluster, NGC 6811; Meibom et al. (2011).) We report stellar rotation periods for 40 late-K/early-12 A further limitation of the Doppler broadening technique is that it is sensitive only to stars rotating faster than some threshold set by the spectral resolution.
13 Also known as the Beehive Cluster and M44. 14 These spectral types are from the Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) catalog; a few Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Delorme et al. (2011) stars lack spectral types in this catalog because they are too faint or too bright.
M Praesepe members derived from our first season of PTF observations. Our campaign produced ∼200 distinct observations of four overlapping fields designed to include a large number of Praesepe members identified by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) . In Section 2 we describe our data and in Section 3 our period-finding algorithm. We also compare our periods with those derived by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) , Delorme et al. (2011), and Scholz et al. (2011) for the stars for which they also measured P rot , and flag potential binary systems among our rotators. In Section 4, we combine our Praesepe data with that of Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) , Delorme et al. (2011), and Scholz et al. (2011) , and compare color-period relations and mass-period distributions derived from these data to those derived from the Hyades (using data from Delorme et al. 2011) , the 150-Myr-old clusters M35 and NGC 2516 (Meibom et al. (2009) and Irwin et al. (2007) , respectively), and kinematically selected young and old field star populations (Kiraga & Stępień 2007) , as well as to gyrochrones derived from the models of Barnes (2010) . We conclude in Section 5. The Appendix lists interesting variable field stars identified in our Praesepe observations.
In a forthcoming companion paper we use the results of our spectroscopic campaign with the 2.4-m Hiltner telescope at MDM Observatory and the WIYN 3.5-m telescope at NOAO, both on Kitt Peak, AZ, to examine the relationship between rotation and activity in Praesepe. Photometric errors are plotted but are typically smaller than the symbols. Overplotted in red are members with PTF detections; the solid line is the cluster main sequence. Stars with r ∼ 14 − 16 and (r − K) > ∼ 4 are ones for which the SDSS photometry is saturated, and for which accurate photometry could not be calculated from the wings of the point spread function.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The Palomar Transient Factory is a transient detection system comprised of a wide-field survey camera mounted on the automated Samuel Oschin 48 inch telescope at Palomar Observatory, CA, (known as the P48), an automated real-time data reduction pipeline, a dedicated photometric follow-up telescope (the automated Palomar 60 inch), and an archive of all detected sources. The technical aspects of PTF and the project's science goals are 15 Because we shared some of our observing time with PTF's transitingplanet search (see Law et al. 2011) , there were multiple nights early in our campaign and one in April when the cluster was observed every 15 min, resulting in 15-30 images per night. For most of the campaign, the fields were observed 1-2 times a night when the weather allowed, resulting in close to 200 observations for each field (see Table 1 ). This observing cadence was sensitive to P rot from a few to a few hundred hours, covering the range occupied by the few cluster members with measured periods then known (Scholz & Eislöffel 2007) . Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) combined data from SDSS (York et al. 2000) , the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) , and USNO-B1.0 (Monet et al. 2003) to calculate proper motions and photometry for several million sources within 7 deg of Praesepe's center. This census covers a larger area of sky and is deeper than any previous proper motion study of the cluster. The resulting catalog includes 1129 candidate members with membership probability >50% (hereafter referred to as the P50 stars); 442 were identified as high-probability candidates for the first time. Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) estimated that their survey is >90% complete across a wide range of spectral types, from F0 to M5.
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Of the 1129 P50 members in the Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) catalog, 923, or over 80%, lie within the CCCP footprint. Of these, 661 are fainter than the PTF saturation limit (∼14 mag): PTF detected 534 (or 81%) of these candidate members, with the rest falling within chip gaps or on the dead chip. Figure 1 is a color-15 The full extent of our observational footprint was about 18 deg 2 ; see Figure 1 in Covey et al. (2010) .
∼40 known members are not included in the Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) catalog as they are too bright for this analysis. -σ versus median R magnitude of objects detected in multiple epochs in field 110003. Praesepe members are shown as red stars; the ∼30,500 non-members with PTF light-curves in this field are shown in black. At the bright end, the scatter in the light-curves exceeds the formal photometric errors by factors of a few, indicating that the precision is limited by systematic effects rather than by random photometric error. We plot in blue the median σ for non-members obtained when placing the magnitudes in bins of width 0.5 mag (e.g., for the 1266 non-members with 16.5 ≤ R < 17 mag, the median σ = 0.02 mag). Praesepe members have systematically higher σ (and are thus more variable) than the median field star for R < ∼ 17. magnitude diagram (CMD) of Praesepe members derived from SDSS and 2MASS photometry for stars with 8 < r < 21 mag. For plotting purposes we apply minimal quality cuts, requiring only that that the errors in both r and K be <0.1 mag. 1105 stars in the Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) Praesepe catalog and 529 of the members detected by PTF meet these criteria. Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) provide spectral types for Praesepe stars based on spectral-energy-distribution (SED) fitting. We apply a polynomial fit to these SEDs and thereby define an interpolated single-star main sequence for the cluster. The PTF-detected members are late-K through early-M stars, as expected given the dis-tance to Praesepe and the PTF exposure time.
Aperture photometry was measured for each candidate member at each epoch using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . Precision differential photometry was performed using the pipeline described in Law et al. (2011) , and the base zero-points were defined using the SDSS magnitudes of several hundred reference stars. The typical long-term photometric stability is approximately 5 millimag for the brightest stars, and is photon-limited for all stars fainter than R ∼ 15 mag. Figure 2 shows the σ versus median R for objects detected in multiple epochs for one of the Praesepe fields.
Positional matching was used to merge detections across epochs, producing a single light-curve for each source. Our Praesepe fields overlapped substantially in the cluster center; for stars observed in multiple fields, light-curves were merged after applying small offsets to the light-curves from each field to ensure a common median magnitude. A sample light-curve for a Praesepe member is shown in Figure 3 .
PERIOD MEASUREMENTS
We used a modified version of the Lomb-Scargle algorithm to search our light-curves for periodic signals. We followed Eq. 11 of Frescura et al. (2008) to define frequency grids based on the number of measurements obtained for each star and the time-span of each lightcurve. We oversampled by a factor of five to ensure maximum sensitivity to periodic variability. Lomb-Scargle periodograms were then computed iteratively: an initial periodogram was calculated from those data points within 6σ of the light-curve's median magnitude. The lightcurve was phase-folded using the period corresponding to the frequency with the maximum periodogram power and smoothed with a boxcar window whose width was equivalent to 10% of the data points within the full lightcurve.
Residuals were calculated for each point with respect to this phased, smoothed light-curve. Points with residuals greater than 4σ from the smoothed, phased light-curve were rejected before calculating a new Lomb-Scargle periodogram. After two iterations, the frequency with the maximum power was selected as the most likely period for that star. Potential beat frequencies between the primary periodogram peak and a possible one-day alias, typical for ground-based, nightly observing campaigns, were flagged following Eq. 1 of Messina et al. (2010) . In this manner we measured potential rotation periods for all of the cluster members detected by PTF.
To test the significance of these periods, we performed a permutation test on our light-curves (Efron 1982) .
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We conducted the analysis described above on each lightcurve after randomly scrambling the magnitudes measured at each epoch. Repeating this test 100 times on each scrambled light-curve, we identify the maximum measured periodogram peak as the power threshold corresponding to a <1% false alarm probability (FAP) in the absence of ordered variations. Across our entire sample, this analysis established that a periodogram peak with power > ∼ 25 corresponded to a FAP <1%; indeed, for only three of the 534 stars analyzed here did the 1% FAP correspond to a periodogram power threshold >20. We therefore adopted a conservative power threshold of 30 to select potentially periodic cluster members.
We then visually inspected the output of our search for each candidate. Periodograms were checked to confirm the presence of a single narrow peak, well separated from the underlying background power; further scrutiny established that the periodic behavior was visible and stable across the full light-curve, well-sampled in phase, and of an amplitude at least comparable to the observational noise. The periodograms and phased light-curves for the high-confidence rotators are shown in Figure 11 and listed in Table 2 . Our analysis produced high-confidence measurements of P rot ranging from 0.52 to 35.85 d for a total of 40 stars. 37 of these stars have P mem > 95%, as calculated by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) , with two of the other stars having P mem > 94%. The remaining rotator, JS 634, is a relatively low-probability member of the cluster, with P mem = 62.3%. Radial velocity observations will be required to confirm its membership. Scholz et al. (2011), and Delorme et al. (2011) . For cluster stars, we apply more stringent photometric tests, e.g., that SATURATED = 0 and that the K-band flag be "A" or "B"; see Stoughton et al. (2002) ; Skrutskie et al. (2006) . To the single-star main sequence plotted in Figure 1 , we add a binary main sequence offset by 0.75 mag. The inset is a close-up of the region occupied by our rotators; stars above the dot-dashed line are candidate binaries (as is JS 497, which has an (r − K) = 6). Other cluster stars are omitted here for clarity. Delorme et al. (2011) surveyed two Praesepe fields with the eight cameras of SuperWASP as part of their search for transiting exoplanets. This survey produced 60-70 usable images per night for 60 nights spread over 130 nights, and these authors searched for rotation periods between 1.1 to 20 d for cluster members within 10 deg of the cluster center. As SuperWASP is optimized to detect transits around nearby, bright stars, the 52 stars for which this survey measured rotation periods (46 of which have P mem > 95%) are significantly brighter than those in our sample, and there is only one Delorme et al. (2011) star, JS 545, for which we also measured P rot . Note. -Spectral types and membership probabilities are taken from Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) ; for the former, the formal uncertainty is 0.1 spectral classes. However, the systematic uncertainty in the underlying definition of spectral types is ∼0.5 spectral classes for M dwarfs, and this systematic uncertainty will be reflected in the color-spectral type relations used for SED fits. MK is calculated assuming a distance of 181.5 pc (van Leeuwen 2009). M1 is estimated using the empirical Delfosse et al. (2000) relation, while M2 is estimated using the theoretical model of Dotter et al. (2008) . Although the Delfosse et al. (2000) relation extends to stars with MK = 4.5 mag, the predicted mass values diverge by up to about 5% from those of Dotter et al. (2008) for stars brighter than MK = 5.5 mag. The number in bold is the mass we assigned for a given star. We provide the mean magnitude of each light-curve after filtering on flags has been applied; the quoted error is the mean of the 1σ errors on the magnitudes used in calculating this mean magnitude. a Candidate binary system. b Pmem = 62.3%; all other stars have Pmem > 94% (Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) . c Listed as the variable V * AXCnc in SIMBAD.
Comparison to other surveys of Praesepe
The overlap between our sample and those of Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Scholz et al. (2011) is more significant. Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) published the first rotation periods for Praesepe, for five mid-to late-Mtype cluster members. These data were based on 125 images of a 0.36 deg 2 field taken over the course of about a month in early 2001 with the 2-m Schmidt telescope at the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg (Germany), and on 108 images obtained over the course of a week two years later with the 3.5-m telescope at Calar Alto Observatory (Spain) of a different 0.25 deg 2 Praesepe field. One star for which they measured P rot , JS 687, appears in our sample of rotators. Scholz et al. (2011) observed four 0.32 deg 2 Praesepe fields around the cluster center with the 2.5-m Isaac Newton Telescope (Spain), obtaining a few hundred images for each field over the course of eight nights. This survey resulted in rotation periods for 49 stars, all but one of which have cluster P mem ≥ 95%. These stars are typically fainter than those in our sample, but there are seven for which we measured P rot .
The nine stars with published P rot values for which we have measured a rotation period are listed in Table 3 . The agreement between our values for these stars' periods and those in the literature is excellent, with differences > ∼ 2% only for the two stars with P rot > 4 d, KW 563 and KW 570. These are among the stars with the longest P rot reported by Scholz et al. (2011) ; neither is among the 24 stars flagged as having the most robust P rot measured by these authors, likely because of the difficulty of accurately measuring periods longer than half the duration of a monitoring campaign.
Our data occupy a unique area in mass-period space. The stars for which we measure P rot are later than those identified as rotators by Delorme et al. (2011) and generally earlier than those identified by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Scholz et al. (2011) , filling the gap between solar-type and mid-to-late M dwarf rotators in Praesepe. Furthermore, the cadence and time-span of our observations gives us sensitivity to the fast rotators identified by both of these groups and to the slow rotators identified at the high-mass end by Delorme et al. (2011) .
Identifying potential binary systems
The presence of binary systems could affect our interpretation of the Praesepe mass-period relation in two ways. First, treating a binary system as though it is a single star will lead to an erroneous mass estimate. Second, close binaries might be tidally locked and rotating faster than single stars of the same spectral type.
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We use the cluster CMD to identify candidate binary systems among our rotators. Steele & Jameson (1995) showed that in the Pleiades the effect of binaries on the CMD is to create a second "main sequence" lying above that of single stars and offset by ∼0.75 mag for a given color; we apply this same offset to the main sequence we derive from our fit to the Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) stellar SEDs (see Figure 4) . Stars along this sequence are likely to be in close to equal mass systems, with systems with more extreme mass ratios lying in the intervening region (Steele & Jameson 1995; Hodgkin et al. 1999) .
We adopt the method of Hodgkin et al. (1999) and identify 18 candidate binary systems lying above the midpoint between the single-star and binary main sequences. These are highlighted in Figure 4 and in Table 2 . We note that the corresponding binary fraction is consistent (if slightly below) what has been reported previously for the cluster (e.g., Scholz et al. 2011 ). Radial velocity measurements are required to confirm that these are binaries. Figure 5 , we show the color-period distribution for Praesepe rotators, adding our new PTF data to the data 18 Some spot configurations could also lead to errors in our Prot measurements. As pointed out by Scholz et al. (2011) , two spots of the same size separated by 180 deg in longitude would lead to a measurement of half the true stellar rotation period, for example. collected by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) , Delorme et al. (2011), and Scholz et al. (2011) . These data confirm that the color-period relation for Praesepe can be considered single-valued for stars bluer than (J − K) ∼ 0.8, as found by Delorme et al. (2011) . For redder, lower-mass stars, however, the distribution of stars in color-period space is scattered, with populations of fast and slow rotators. In particular, the PTF data allow us to measure P rot > 10 d in stars with 0.8 < ∼ (J − K) < ∼ 0.95, so that the sharp break in the color-period distribution noted by Scholz et al. (2011) is no longer evident.
DISCUSSION

Color-period relation for solar-type stars & comparison to younger clusters In
19 Scholz et al. (2011) used the data collected by Irwin et al. (2007) for the 150-Myr-cluster NGC 2516 to test models of rotational evolution by comparing the distribution of rotational periods in their Praesepe data to that for the younger cluster. We sought to replicate this analysis for both high-and low-mass stars; to this end we added to the Irwin et al. (2007) data the rotation pe-riods collected by Meibom et al. (2009) for M35, another ∼150-Myr-cluster. For both clusters we required that the 2MASS photometry have either an "A" or "B" quality flag; this resulted in a sample of 300 stars for M35 and of 294 stars for NGC 2516. The resulting color-period plot for the two clusters is shown in Figure 6 .
We tested the Skumanich (1972) law for the highermass stars in both clusters by spinning up the colorperiod relation derived by Delorme et al. (2011) for Praesepe by (600/150) 0.5 . The resulting color-period relation is plotted in Figure 6 . This spun-up color-period relation is fairly insensitive to the exact ages used for the clusters, and does not appear to describe the M35 stars well regardless of what (reasonable) age combination is used for the two clusters. Our analysis suggests that the the age dependence is closer to t 0.35 for the slow rotators with 0.5 < ∼ (J − K) < ∼ 0.8; furthermore, it is difficult to find a single-valued color-period relation that describes these slow rotators and their M35 neighbors bluer than (J − K) ∼ 0.5.
While the spin-down derived from this comparison is less steep than that found by applying the Skumanich (1972 ) law, Collier Cameron et al. (2009 find that P rot ∝ t 0.56 for (slightly earlier) solar-mass stars between the ages of the Hyades/Coma Ber (another ∼600-Myrold cluster) and the age of the Sun. This implies that these stars are spinning down faster once they reach ages >600 Myr, and is consistent with e.g., the theoretical picture presented by Irwin & Bouvier (2009) : if the radiative core rotates more rapidly than the convective envelope when the star is very young, the transfer of angular momentum from core to envelope will "soften" the rotational braking of the surface layers early on. This will produce a sub- Skumanich (1972) spin-down between ∼150 and 600 Myr, with the transition to a steeper spindown rate occurring only once the transfer of angular momentum ends (see Figure 5 of Irwin & Bouvier 2009) .
For the color range we were most sensitive to with our PTF observations, however, working in color-period space was somewhat unsatisfying, as our sample spans a relatively narrow range of (J − K) colors (as do those of Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Scholz et al. (2011) ). We therefore chose to examine the relationship between masses and periods for these samples; this was further motivated by the fact that mass, unlike color, does not change significantly as the star evolves from the pre-main sequence onward.
Masses, gyrochrones, & mass-period comparisons
A number of previous studies have used a star's (B−V ) as a proxy for its mass, and by calibrating the resulting color-period sequence in clusters of various ages, derived analytic expressions for a star's P rot as a function of (B − V ) and age (e.g., Barnes 2003; Mamajek & Hillenbrand 2008) . Many of the lowest mass Praesepe members lack accurate (B − V ) colors, however. Furthermore, placing the Praesepe rotators and rotators from other clusters on a common mass scale requires a mass proxy with a large dynamic range. As shown in Figure 4 , P rot has been measured for Praesepe members spanning ∼13 mag in r, an achievement only made possible by combining light-curves obtained by facilities with distinctly different sensitivities.
Fortunately, this span is somewhat compressed in the near infrared, as demonstrated by the range of (r − K) colors covered by the Praesepe cluster sequence. To extend our analysis to the low-mass Praesepe cluster members, we therefore use mass estimates based on 2MASS photometry, which is available for all of the clusters we consider. Furthermore, as noted by Delfosse et al. (2000) , near-infrared absolute magnitudes are better correlated with mass than their optical equivalents, at least for M dwarfs.
We began by calculating each star's absolute K magnitude (M K ), using a distance to Praesepe of 181.5 pc (van Leeuwen 2009). The empirical M K -mass relation is the best calibrated of the absolute magnitude-mass relations described by Delfosse et al. (2000) , and for stars with M K > 5.5, we derived masses using this relation. For stars with M K ≤ 5.5, we estimated masses using the theoretical M K -mass relation developed by Dotter et al. (2008) for a 600 Myr, solar-metallicity population. This relation agrees well with the empirical M K -mass relation of Henry & McCarthy (1993) but extends to higher masses. For completeness, both mass estimates are listed in Table 2 for each of our rotators; the adopted mass estimate is highlighted in boldface.
We followed the same steps to estimate the masses of Praesepe members with rotation periods measured by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) , Delorme et al. (2011), and Scholz et al. (2011) . Comparing our mass estimates to those derived by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Scholz et al. (2011) from isochrone models indicates that the two techniques produce mass estimates that are consistent to within a few percent. Errors in the assumed cluster distance propagate linearly into the derived masses, so the uncertainties in our mass estimates reflect the ∼5% uncertainty in the cluster distance (van Leeuwen 2009); systematic uncertainties in the Delfosse et al. (2000) relation are also of order ∼5−10%, and we therefore adopt 10% as the typical uncertainty in our derived masses. The location of the full sample in mass-period space is shown in Figure 7 .
Comparisons to model gyrochrones
A major motivation for surveying stellar rotation in open clusters is to calibrate the relationship between a star's rotation period and its age. We have therefore used the formalism of Barnes & Kim (2010) and Barnes (2010) to compute gyrochrones that quantify this relationship for a given age and zero age main sequence (ZAMS) rotation period. Eq. 22 in Barnes (2010) relates a star's convective turnover time (τ ) to a quadratic function of the star's age and the ratio between its ZAMS and present day rotation period. Adopting an age of 600 Myr for Praesepe, we follow Barnes (2010) in calculating gyrochrones for stars with ZAMS periods ranging from 3.4 days down to 0.12 days, corresponding to break-up for a solar-type star.
When age and ZAMS period are fixed, the Barnes (2010) quadratic equation becomes a double-valued relationship between τ and current-day period. Using the relation between stellar mass and global convective turnover timescale tabulated by Barnes & Kim (2010) to project the τ -period relationships into mass-period space, we overlay in Figure 7 the resulting 600 Myr gyrochrones. These gyrochrones bound the region of the mass-period plane containing Praesepe rotators reasonably well, indicating a tight mass-period relation for masses >0.7 M ⊙ and a significantly broader range of periods at masses <0.6 M ⊙ . The sample of Praesepe rotators, however, includes several stars that lie outside the region of the mass-period plane enclosed by these gyrochrones, suggesting either that Praesepe stars had a broader range of ZAMS P rot than 0.12-3.4 days, or that this analytic description does not yet fully replicate the morphology of the ∼600 Myr mass-period relation.
Comparison to the Hyades
We have collected observational data for candidate members of the Hyades whose P rot were measured by Delorme et al. (2011) . We estimated masses for these stars following the technique described above and using a distance to the Hyades of 46.45 pc (van Leeuwen 2009). The Hyades is sufficiently close that many members have direct parallax measurements: for those, we adopted the distances implied by their individual parallaxes as reported by Delorme et al. (2011) . The resulting mass-period plot is shown in Figure 8 .
Figures 7 and 8 suggest that the transition from a slowrotating to mixed fast-and slow-rotating population occurs at a lower mass in the Hyades than in Praesepe. While the data for low-mass stars are sparser than for Praesepe, there are comparatively very few fast rotators in the Hyades above a mass of ∼0.5 M ⊙ . This strengthens the Delorme et al. (2011) conclusion that the clusters differ in age by ∼50 Myr, with Praesepe being the younger of the two.
4.3. The evolution of the mass-period relation These comparisons of a stellar population to gyrochrones generated for a given age are one test of semiempirical models' ability to describe the angular momentum evolution of stars. Another is to compare the model predictions for a star of a given mass to the data available for stars of that mass at various ages. We selected Praesepe stars not flagged as potential binaries, separated them into two mass bins, 0.3 ≤ M < 0.5 M ⊙ and 0.5 ≤ M < 0.7 M ⊙ , and, following Scholz et al. (2011) , calculated the median and 10 th and 90 th percentile P rot for these two samples (P rot = 3.98, 0.84, and 19.62 d, respectively, for the low-mass bin; P rot = 13.09, 1.81, and 18.21 d for the high-mass one). We then used the Barnes (2010) models to find the corresponding ZAMS P o for each of these representative 600 Myr stars, to which we assign masses of 0.4 and 0.6 M ⊙ . This P o was fed back into the models to predict the P rot of these representative stars at ages ranging from 125 Myr to 10 Gyr, and including 150 Myr, 650 Myr, 1.5 Gyr, and 8.5 Gyr. The Po for these stars and evolutionary tracks are calculated using the models of Barnes (2010) . Candidate binaries flagged in § 3.2 are not included in these calculations but are plotted as empty symbols.
The resulting evolutionary tracks are plotted in Figures 9 and 10, along with period data for these mass bins from M35, NGC 2516, the Hyades, and young and old disk stars (1.5 and 8.5 Gyr; Kiraga & Stępień 2007) . The mass estimates for the 150-Myr-old clusters were done in the manner described in § 4.2.
20 For the Figure 9 , for 0.6 M ⊙ stars in Praesepe. Kiraga & Stępień (2007) stars, we used the mass estimates these authors provide, which are based on the empirical Delfosse et al. (2000) relation for M V .
The agreement between the models for a 0.4 M ⊙ star and the observed distribution of rotation periods is good between the ages of 150 and 600 Myr. The periods predicted for the Praesepe median and 10 th and 90 th percentile P rot stars at 150 Myr fall within the range of periods observed in M35 and NGC 2516 for stars between 0.3 and 0.5 M ⊙ , although they are close to the extreme periods observed in these clusters.
The Barnes (2010) models predict a faster spin-down as stars reach an age >1 Gyr than what is seen: by 1.5 Gyr, the models have converged significantly, while the spread in the observed P rot remains roughly equivalent to that seen at 600 Myr. Extending the models to the age of the thick disk, the rotation periods predicted for all percentiles are a few times the (few) periods measured for old disk stars. However, the Kiraga & Stępień (2007) sample is selected from known X-ray-luminous stars, and this may bias this sample toward faster rotators. In addition, the young and old disk samples are not single-age populations; their age spreads are such that they likely include stars spanning the full range of ages shown here. If the fast rotators are systematically younger than the slow ones, the true disagreement with the models is not as significant as suggested by Figure 9 .
The agreement between the models and the observed spread in P rot for the representative 0.6 M ⊙ stars is also good between 150 and 600 Myr, with one clear exception. Replicating the 10 th percentile rotator in Praesepe requires a ZAMS 0.6 M ⊙ star with P o = 0.05 d, which implies that this star is rotating faster than its breakup P ≈ 0.06 d (assuming that a 0.6 M ⊙ star has R = 0.56 R ⊙ ; Dotter et al. 2008) . At later ages, the models converge even more than for the less massive star, so that the match between predicted period distribution and that seen at ages >1 Gyr is worse. However, here again, the limitations of the disk star sample make comparisons to the models difficult to interpret.
CONCLUSION
based on comparisons to the models of Baraffe et al. (1998) . These two sets of estimated masses agree to within a few hundredths of a solar mass, with our masses being typically slightly lower.
Using PTF observations of four overlapping fields, we have measured rotation periods for 40 late-K to mid-M stars belonging to the nearby, rich, ∼600 Myr open cluster Praesepe. Our data occupy a unique area in massperiod space: we measure P rot for stars later than those identified as rotators by Delorme et al. (2011) and generally earlier than those identified by Scholz & Eislöffel (2007) and Scholz et al. (2011) , filling the gap between solar-type and mid-to-late M dwarf rotators in Praesepe. Furthermore, the cadence and time-span of our observations gives us sensitivity to the fast rotators identified by these groups and to the slow rotators identified at the high-mass end by Delorme et al. (2011) .
Our measurements indicate that Praesepe's massperiod relation undergoes a transition from a well-defined singular relation to a more scattered distribution of both fast and slow-rotators at masses ∼0.6 M ⊙ , corresponding roughly to a spectral type of M1. The location of this transition is broadly consistent with expectations based on observations of younger clusters and the assumption that stellar-spin down is the dominant mechanism influencing angular momentum evolution at ∼600 Myr.
A comparison to the data recently published by Delorme et al. (2011) for the Hyades, widely assumed to be coeval to Praesepe, suggests that this transition occurs at different characteristic masses in the two clusters, providing further evidence that Praesepe is the younger of the two clusters. Furthermore, by using the Barnes & Kim (2010) and Barnes (2010) formalisms to evolve the Praesepe P rot in time and comparing the predicted P rot with measured P rot in M35 and NGC 2516 (∼150 Myr) and for young and old field star populations (1.5 and 8.5 Gyr), we find that stellar spin-down may progress more slowly than described by these relations.
The fixed age mass-period relation is but one projection of the underlying stellar age-rotation-activity relationship. Previous studies of stellar activity, in clusters and the field, have derived relationships between a star's age and observational tracers of its coronal or chromospheric activity (e.g., Skumanich 1972; Radick et al. 1987; Soderblom et al. 2001) . Recent studies of chromospheric activity in low-mass field stars have inferred activity lifetimes as a function of spectral type by modeling the vertical gradient in Hα emission strengths as a consequence of dynamical heating in the Galactic disk (e.g., West et al. 2008) . These studies predict that stars with spectral types of M2 or later have activity lifetimes >1 Gyr. The activity lifetimes of M0-M1 stars are somewhat less well known, as few active early M stars are observed in the field, but appear to be 600 Myr.
These relations would thus predict that the boundary between Hα active and inactive Praesepe members should occur in the M0/M1 spectral range. The agreement between the implied mass of the active/inactive boundary in Praesepe, near 0.6 M ⊙ , and the similar characteristic mass for the transition from a singular massperiod relation to a more scattered distribution of rapid and slowly rotators, strengthens the case for an underlying rotation-activity relation in this cluster. In a forthcoming paper, we use the results of our spectroscopic campaign with the 2.4-m Hiltner telescope at MDM Observatory and the WIYN 3.5-m telescope at NOAO, both on Kitt Peak, AZ, to examine this relationship between rotation and activity in Praesepe. We thank Sydney Barnes for detailed discussions of his models, and Mark Giampapa, Joel Hartman, Jonathan Irwin, Steve Saar, and Aleks Scholz for their useful comments on a draft of the paper. We are grateful to Janet Jacobsen for her contributions to the PTF infrastructure; without her efforts, this work would not have been possible. Finally, we thank the referee for a very prompt review of this manuscript, and for several helpful suggestions that improved it.
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APPENDIX: INTERESTING VARIABLE STARS IN THE PRAESEPE FIELDS
Our light-curve analysis was largely restricted to stars identified previously as candidate Praesepe members by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) . Candidate Praesepe members total less than 1% of the objects in our target fields, however, so that many other variable stars are likely to be present in the full catalog of PTF light-curves.
To explore the population of variable stars that can be detected by PTF at moderate Galactic latitude, we performed a search for high-confidence variables within this full catalog of light-curves. Candidate variables were identified by computing the ratios of the σ of the raw light-curve to the σ of light-curves that were boxcar smoothed over windows spanning 9 and 36 epochs. Boxcar smoothing light-curves dominated by random noise will reduce random fluctuations and shrink the σ by √ n. By contrast, light-curves dominated by structured variability will not converge with √ n, so that the ratio of the σs of smoothed and raw light-curves serves as a simple tool for identifying structured variability. As the lightcurves presented here are irregularly sampled, the boxcar windows corresponded to different timescales at different points in the light-curve, and were sensitive to variability over a larger range of timescales than if the light-curves were regularly sampled.
By computing σ ratios for stars with R < 18 mag, we identified ∼6000 stars as candidate variables. We produced periodograms in the same manner as described in § 3 and defined stars with periodogram peaks >50 as are likely periodic variables. Visual inspection then identified 12 robust detections of large amplitude (>0.1 mag) variable stars. Phased light-curves for these stars are presented in Figure 12 and the stars are tabulated in Table 4 . These are nearly all short period (P < 1 d) variables; classifying these on the basis of their lightcurve shapes and amplitudes, we identify five as likely RR Lyrae stars (two of these have previously been identified as RR Lyrae) and two as candidate eclipsing systems. The remaining five show large amplitude sinusoidal variations, and on the basis of their short periods, we tentatively classify these objects as W Uma systems, but further study is necessary to confirm their status. Fig. 11 .-Periodograms (left column) and phased light-curves (right column) for each Praesepe member with a rotation period measured from our PTF data. The adopted Prot is flagged in each periodogram with a red line; potential beat frequencies between this period and an assumed one-day alias are flagged with black dotted lines. Error bars are overplotted on each data point in the light-curve, which is phased by Prot. For clarity, we show 1.5 phases of each star's period and plot a sinusoid curve with the same amplitude and period as the variability measured for each star. 
